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Left to right, top to bottom: Police arrest protester at demonstration for Tamir Rice, November 2014; Jose Antonio Elena Rodriguez, shot in head and back across US-Mexico border by Border Patrol, 2012; Dylann Roof, accused killer of nine in Charleston AME Church, in selfie, church surveillance photos, and under arrest; below Roof, Corey Jones, 31, Palm Beach Gardens, FL, musician shot in traffic incident, October 2015; to his right, Tamir Rice; Asian American solidarity demonstration with Black Lives Matter, 2014; Jeremy McDole, 28, shot in wheelchair, September 2015; Al Sharpton at protest against exoneration of officer who choked Eric Garner, December 2014; Walter L. Scott, shot in back running from traffic stop, Charleston, April 2015; Leslie McFadden and Louis Head, mother and stepfather of Michael Brown; bottom, Black Lives Matter protests
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